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CONFIDENTIAL
PRIME MINISTER

I have not followed this in detail lately and may therefore be much at sea. But, on the basis of hunch, instinct or what-you-will, it rings an alarm bell in my mind.

May we get the worst of all worlds by:-

(a) not saying that we share the fears of the Euratom people – “bad Europeans”
(b) letting the Americans put forward a text and then voting on it later – “unreliable allies”
(c) letting the Russians think we and the Americans are playing tricks – “the treacherous West”?

I am rather re-inforced in the foregoing by the account of the differing viewpoints expressed at the NATO Council Meeting and recorded in the two telegrams from UKDEL NATO attached below and which have arrived since I saw the Foreign Office telegram; and particularly to note from X at the end of the first one, that our man at NATO was also unhappy about his instructions.

May I raise these questions on your behalf and call for a report?

[signature]
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